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You cannot import courses from one of the third party course management systems. But if you put Courselab items into
eXe (and later on, when you set your CourseLab installation as your CourseManagement system, this items will be

imported), you can open them from CourseLab by using the WebEd interface. This will pull the content into CourseLab
for you. With Courselab, you can build anything you can imagine. It is like LEGO, where you can take any picture and

arrange it in the way that you want it - create your dream course in minutes. You can drag and drop your elements and
put them where you want. While building courses, you can import and export them as your need. It is made to be as
easy and intuitive as possible. Every course that you create can be imported and exported from Moodle to CourseLab
with just a few clicks. If you use public content, you can even use the rich functionality and beautiful style of eXe and
import it into your Courselab course. You can also browse your eLearning course as a traditional Moodle course and

import it into Courselab, where it will be presented the same way as it was in eXe. eXe has a course navigation
structure of which each page is an.aspx. But the module also has a built-in navigation structure that you can modify as
you need. For example, you may create your course with all of its pages in one module so you can show those pages at

once. Or you may have 2 or more pages that don't fit into one module, but you can group them together using some
other type of navigation (like a 'tree-like' structure). With this in mind, you can easily create a section and display a few
courses under it. With CourseLab, you can also add as many modules as you need. Each module is an.html file, and you

can create a module for any page in any course you create.
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Courselab version 2.4 is a
freeware program with

unlimited timelines for usage.
It lets you create eLearning

content in the popular
WYSIWYG model, which means
what you see is what you get.
The program supports a wide

range of programming
languages and is ready for
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download on Courselab’s
official site however, before

you get started, do check the
minimum system requirements
as mentioned on their website.
In closing, here are its primary

features as of Version 2.4:
Support video creation with

loads of various formats; Loads
of docs from Docx, MSWord,

TXT, PDF, Text, Images; Create
document from text; Support

time saving; Export as
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Powerpoint; Export as EPUB;
Loads of other supported

formats Courselab version 2.2
is a freeware program with

limited timelines for usage. It
lets you create eLearning

content in the popular
WYSIWYG model, which means
what you see is what you get.
The program supports a wide

range of programming
languages and is ready for
download on Courselab’s
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official site however, before
you get started, do check the

minimum system requirements
as mentioned on their website.
In closing, here are its primary

features as of Version 2.2:
Export as XHTML; Export as
PDF; Export as Apple iBooks;
Export as Flash with embed
codes and Loads of other
supported formats Well-

structured Interface: All the
navigation bars are easy to
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understand. The buttons and
labels are clearly written.

Every control and feature is
well-structured and visible. In

this respect, CourseLab is
suitable for all courses,

whether it is your first course
or the fifth. 5ec8ef588b
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